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Biblioscholar Nov 2012, 2012. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu. 246x189x10 mm. This item is
printed on demand - Print on Demand Neuware - The Air Force's aerial refueling tanker aircraft
provide essential support for deployment and employment of combat and combat support aircraft,
by extending their endurance and enhancing fighting efficiency. As the lead command for air
refuelers, Air Mobility Command (AMC) must frequently examine the capability of current and
proposed tanker fleets to meet mission requirements due to limited tanker resources. Analysts in
AMC primarily use the Combined Mating and Ranging Plans System to provide actual
tanker/receiver aircraft schedules and flight plans that take into account numerous system
constraints. However, this tool can take weeks to run. Even recently developed quick look tools,
aimed at optimization of the fleet, can take 1/2 hour or more. Additionally, most of these more
recent studies and tools focus on deployments and little attention has been given to the
employment phase of missions. AMC lacks a quick look tool to quickly perform rough cut capacity
analysis for tanker use and assess the feasibility of proposed employment of tankers. To develop a
feasibility quick look tool, the basic formulae for computing tankers missions must be...
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The most e ective ebook i at any time study. It can be writter in easy words and phrases and not di icult to understand. I am just pleased to let you know
that this is the finest publication i have read within my individual lifestyle and could be he finest publication for at any time.
-- Tania Mosciski-- Tania Mosciski

Simply no phrases to describe. It is amongst the most awesome pdf we have read through. Your life period will probably be transform as soon as you
complete looking over this publication.
-- Torrance Skiles-- Torrance Skiles
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